
Dialogue with my Angel N° -8                                                         The 8th of February 2011                                      

Second channeling from rasta man  

& The repercussion of smoke and tobacco on the awakening of Being 

Here I am, back already among you all, through this written transmission. I appeared in Jenaël’s 
dream as a joint smoker “rasta man”, so that he could identify myself as a figure rather than a being 
from some archetypal outlines of angels or guides of light. 

My presence is to talk to you about the impact of cigarette and other smoking substances on your 
organism. A lot of human beings die due to mysterious neurological illnesses that are in fact linked 
to intoxications from carbon, mercury and cyanide which are part of the composition of industrial 
tobacco for example. 

It is important that you are informed of the perverse ways of using of certain Anunnaki archons 
incarnated among you, to slow down the awakening of humanity. They merrily manipulate, without 
you knowing the biochemistry of your organism in order to prevent the flow of luminous codes (the 
information) in your physical and subtle bodies. 

A number of people who smoke tobacco also use other substances which generates an addiction. 
Most of these products are known neurotoxins. However, industrial tobacco is easily available in 
numerous stores/markets. 

Concerning the psychotropic substances, few of them, often the most noxious, are officially handed 
out by the pharmaceutical industry. Others are sometimes sold illicitly by individuals ignoring 
entirely the consequences of their acts. Without knowing they contribute to an intentional mass 
poisoning aiming to destroy the intellectual capacities of the human being. Yet, these are the same 
people claiming for freedom of expression, of being or of thinking. They are also not aware that at 
the top of these distribution networks are figures linked to the political world that are themselves in 
the service of cross-breed Anunnaki predators. 
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You have to know that your human body is the biochemical replica of planet Earth. It is consisted of 
the same components but at different contents. Apart from their scale and their shape, the structure 
of your body of substance and energy is more or less similar to the one of Mother Earth. 

To illustrate this analogy, I am going to talk mainly about the three essential elements that you have 
in common with the biology of Mother Earth. It is about carbon, silicon and water that like the 
human being participate to her vital and energy-giving balance. 

These three components allow in a sort of way the molecular cohesion of your physical and etheric 
bodies. Carbon plays the role of support for many other biochemical components of your organism. 
Silicon receives, stores and retransmits/re-produces the codes of energy information in the form of 
luminal particles that you know under the naming of prana. Water is the support, conductor and 
vector of the information given by the luminal particles of prana. Science gives to this function of 
transmission the following nickname, the “memory of water”. Water is in a sort of way the 
component that gives life to your body. It calibrates the biochemical balance of your organism. 

What you may be unaware of, is that water participates also in the conduction of information and 
coherence in ether of your different energy bodies. Carbon, silicon and water are essential 
importance as they enter in your conscience modification process and in the elevation of your 
vibrating resonance. 

I will now come back to the effects of these poisonous smokes and to the biochemical explanation 
of their misdeeds. Carbon from the smoke of cigarette or from other substances, fixes itself on the 
cellular membrane and deforms in a sort of way the wavelength of the light-emitting particles 
(photonic) that reaches into your cells. 

Mercury and cyanide which are also in cigarettes are neurotoxins that slow down the nervous 
impulse but also degrades the atomic structure of the intracellular silicon, many of your scientists 
seem to be ignorant of (it). This silicon that is in your cells, plays the role of decoder of the photonic 
flow and hands over the light information to the DNA strand receivers in the form of electrical nano 
impulses. 

These DNA strands activate and mutate themselves under the effect of these electrical nano 
impulses. 

Water is the vector and conductor of electromagnetic waves caused by the chemical mutation of the 
DNAs’ enzymes under the effect of these nano impulses, caused by these codes of light. These 
come from the central sun of the universe and therefore, it is them who activate all the life codes 
within your DNA. 

These light codes in the form of electromagnetic waves, travel the tissues of your organism and 
cause the constant cellular multiplications that regenerate your biology. 

Water is also used to carry and dilute the chemical signals emitted by the DNAs’enzymes. 
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Hormones more or less concentrated in your organism, are for example the outcome of this dilution 
process. 

Water in the form of micro droplets of steam, is also a messenger conductor between your physical 
body and your etheric bodies. In the same way, humidity of air stimulates telepathy, thought 
transmission and the materialisation of etheric bodies. 

It is always by this conduction process of water that you are linked to your environment and that 
you manifest all of your energetic and “emotional creations” in your environment. 

Water also takes action in the flow of emotions. When you liberate emotions either by tears or from 
the urines, you evacuate micro particles of silicon in the form of salt. These micro particles contain 
(the) crystallised vibrations of your obsolete memory-programs. 

Your “Divinity” is hidden in your so-called uncoded DNA, that science names junk DNA. Certain 
sequences of the human DNA are covered by specific strands that we call Christlike DNA or 
“Kiristi”. 

These very particular strands have been given to the homo-sapiens-sapiens line (humans conscious 
of being conscious) by Beings dissident of the patriarchal Anunna power. 

This Kiristi DNA is stimulated constantly by the photon particles coming from the source. 

In your galaxy, it is the galactic central sun that produces these particles of light. In your solar 
system, the sun plays the role of a conveyer and of a re-transmitter of these particles. You can 
currently notice very important fluctuations of the radiation of your sun. In the form of gigantic 
eruptions, it ejects an exceptional quantity of these particles of energy. 

I let you imagine the impact of these particles of light when they arrive on planet Earth to reach as 
deep down into your cells. These particles convey “codes of light” (information) meant to awaken 
new metaphysical capacities in the human DNA. 

The propagation of these photonic particles during these solar eruptions gives you the opportunity 
to cure yourselves and at the same time to cure the global conscience of the planet Earth. Since you 
are informed, it belongs to you to decide if you continue to close your eyes on this corrupted system 
or if you take the decision to rediscover the full potential of your Being ? 

It is thanks to the in-depth knowledge of the biology and human behaviour that the false Anunnaki 
gods have slyly managed to reduce humanity to slavery. Their human vassals have gradually 
destroyed the ecosystem of their planet, polluted the water and atmosphere by the industrial waste, 
toxic products and immune-resistant viruses. 

The Anunnaki archons and their cross-breed human subjects make you believe that you do not have 
any power and that you are weak. This is completely false ! Even if it overtakes your understanding, 
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each person is master of their existence. It would be enough to change your beliefs and think 
differently to become aware of it. 

So smoking these toxic/poisonous products, falsifies “your light”. 

Don’t let yourselves get tricked by the plans of the predators by continuing to consume these 
damaging substances. Don’t let yourselves owned by the moroseness and strength of your ego. Do 
not let happen what they have programmed. A unique transformation in the history of humanity is 
currently happening. It is a change with an impact and breadth first-of-its-kind. Your awakening 
represents the strongest threat to which the Anunnaki structures have to face up to. 

I invite you to the name of the Being that you are, to take conscience of all of the addictions to 
poisonous/toxic products (drugs, alcohol, malnutrition, fluorine, aluminium, heavy metals…) 
distributed by the cross-breed humanoids at the service of the Anunnaki archons and to whom you 
are the ignorant victims.  

Avoid swallowing or smoking these products that you know are dangerous for your health and 
spiritual elevation. In order to undo yourselves from your addictions, accord yourselves to some 
time to learn to connect to your Superior Self. If you do the step towards this direction you can be 
assured to be greatly helped by your guides and if necessary, by your galactic brothers. 

I am you, you are me. 

Handed over and transmitted by Jenaël 
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